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BEFORE THE HARYANA ELECTRICITY REGULATORY COMMISSION 

AT PANCHKULA 
 

Case No. HERC/PRO- 20 of 2021 
 

Date of Hearing :                 03.11.2021 

Date of Order :                 11.11.2021 
 

 
In the Matter of 

Petition in terms of the Haryana Electricity Regulatory Commission 

(Electricity Supply Code) Regulations, 1s t Amendment, 2014 for 

seeking approval of this Hon'ble Commission for providing temporary 

connectivity to M/s GLS Foils Product Private Limited and M/s GLS 

Polyfilms Private Limited, radially through existing 132 kV Rewari - 

Machrauli S/C line to feed first phase load requirement of 6500 KW & 

Contract demand of 5500 KVA for each consumer at 132 kV level.  

 

Petitioner(s)  

1. Haryana Vidyut Prasaran Nigam Limited (HVPNL), Shakti Bhawan, 

Sector-6, Panchkula, Haryana. 

2. Dakshin Haryana Bijli Vitran Prasaran Nigam Limited (DHBVN)  

 Vidyut Sadan, Vidyut Nagar, Hisar, Haryana  

 

V/s 

 

Respondent(s)   

1. GLS FOILS PRODUCT PRIVATE LIMITED, Village- Nangalia 

Ranmokh, Block- Jatusana (Block D), District- Rewari.   

2. GLS POLYFILMS PRIVATE LIMITED, Village- Gurawara, Block- 

Jatusana, District- Rewari.  

Present 

On behalf of the Petitioner(s) 

          Ms Sonia Madan, Advocate 

 

On behalf of the Respondent  

  None 

 

QUORUM 

Shri R.K. Pachnanda, Chairman 

  Shri Naresh Sardana, Member 
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ORDER 

1. Brief Background of the Case: 

The contents of the petition are as under: 

1.1 That the present petition has been filed by the petitioners - Haryana 

Vidyut Prasaran Nigam Ltd. (hereinafter referred to as ‘HVPNL’) and 

Dakshin Haryana Bijli Vitran Nigam Ltd.  (hereinafter referred to as 

‘DHBVNL’) jointly. The present petition has been filed under Regulation 

3.2.2 of the Haryana Electricity Regulatory Commission (Electricity 

Supply Code) Regulations, 1st Amendment, 2014 seeking approval of 

the Hon’ble Commission for supplying electricity for a temporary period 

to M/s GLS Foils Product Private limited (hereinafter referred to as ‘GLS 

Foils’) and M/s GLS Polyfilms Private Limited (hereinafter referred to 

as ‘GLS Polyfilms’), radially through the existing 132 kV Rewari - 

Machrauli S/C line.  

1.2 That M/s GLS Foils is an aluminium foil manufacturing plant to be set 

up in Village- Nangalia Ranmokh, District Rewari to serve industries 

such as Automobile, Pharmaceutical, Electronics, Agro & Food 

processing etc. GLS Polyfilms a Biaxially-Oriented Polyethylene 

Terephthalate/ Biaxially Oriented Polypropylene (BOPET/BOPP) films 

manufacturing company to be set up in Village-Gurawara, District 

Rewari catering to an array of industries such as Textile, Packaging, 

Electronics etc. M/s GLS Foils and M/s GLS Polyfilms promises several 

opportunities and benefits including employment generation and boost 

to exports. M/s GLS Films and M/s GLS Polyfilms aims to reduce 

single-use plastic thereby supporting the Swachh Bharat Abhiyaan 

and help in import substitution and contributing to the vision of "Make 

in India” and “Vocal for Local”. The said projects are being closely 

monitored by the Empowered Executive Committee set up by Haryana 

Enterprise promotion Board. The Commercial production for M/s GLS 

Films and M/s GLS Polyfilms was expected to start in August 2021 and 

September 2021 respectively. 

1.3 That during the 8th  meeting of Haryana Enterprise Promotion Board 

(HEPB), held on 13th  August 2020 under the chairmanship of the 

Hon’ble Chief Minister, wherein a special package of incentives of Rs. 

287.41 Crores was approved under EPP 2015 for the project of M/s 

GLS Foils. The Board also decided that the request for independent 

power feeder will be favourably considered under the State Industrial 

Infrastructure Development Scheme (SIIDS) by the Industries and 
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Commerce Department, once the investor starts execution of the 

project. 

1.4 That M/s GLS Foils and M/s GLS Polyfilms applied to DHBVN for 

release of electricity connection with connected load of 6500 KW  and 

contract demand of 5500 KVA (5.5 MVA)for Phase-1 and 22 MVA load 

for Phase -2 at 132 kV voltage level based on estimate load of 27.5 MVA 

vide application number R35-1120-36 dated 10.11.2020 and 

application number R35-1120-38 dated 10.11.2020.  

1.5 That vide letter dated 13.12.2020,GLS Foils requested HVPNL for 

release of electricity  connection for Phase-1through LILO arrangement 

of existing 132 kVS/C Rewari-Machrauli line. The Power requirement 

for the Plant was intimated as follows:    

Phase – 1: 5.5 MVA (Immediate) 

Phase – 2: 22 MVA (within 2 years) 

Total:   27.5 MVA (within 2 years) 

 

It was emphasized that the power supply at 132 kV is essential for the 

project as the manufacturing unit being set up by M/s GLS Foils 

requires minimum voltage drop and minimal power cuts to achieve 

expected quality norms.  It was further submitted that as their voltage 

level crosses the permissible range of 5 MVA-25 MVA of 33kV line, 

power supply below 132kV level will lead to additional cost and revenue 

loss for HVPNL and Industries Department on account of upgrading of 

the infrastructure.  

1.6 That on the issue of feasibility of power supply at 132 kV level,           

M/s GLS Foils in their letter dated 13.12.2020 submitted that 132 kV 

S/C Rewari-Machrauli line crosses their premises through which the 

LILO was being requested. It was also mentioned that M/s GLS Foils 

intends to setup a 132 kV GIS substation for its project.  

1.7 That a meeting was held on 22.12.2020 wherein the concerned officials 

of HVPNL and DHBVN, along with the representatives of M/s GLS Foils 

and M/s GLS Polyfilms were present. After through deliberation and 

taking into consideration the technical feasibility, it was ascertained 

that the connectivity at 132 kV level is feasible. Accordingly, in-

principle approval was accorded by Directors of DHBVNL vide 

CE/PD&C, DHBVN Hisar Memo No.Ch-23/P&D-5055 dated 

05.02.2021, subject to the following:  
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I. Connection to both consumers (M/s GLS Foils and M/s GLS 

Polyfilms) will be provided at 132kV level through LILO 

arrangement of existing 132kV S/C Rewari-Machrauli line as a 

temporary arrangement, subject to approval of LILO arrangement 

of existing line by WTDs of HVPNL and approval of the same by 

the Hon’ble Commission in accordance with Clause 3.2.2 of the 

HERC Electricity Supply Code Regulations, 1st Amendment, 2014 

for feeding of load in 1st phase. 

II. Permanent connectivity from 132kV substation Gangaicha Jat 

will be provided subject to augmentation of 220kV substation 

Lula Ahir from 2x100MVA, 220/132kV + 2x100MVA, 220/33kV 

T/F to 3x100MVA, 220/132kV + 2x100MVA, 220/33kV T/Fs in 

FY 2022-23 and approval of the same by the Hon’ble Commission 

for feeding of load below 25MVA in 2nd phase. 

1.8 That another meeting was convened under the chairmanship of the 

MD, HVPNL on 01.03.2021, wherein the issue was deliberated. It was 

decided that the load for M/s GLS Foils and M/s GLS Polyfilms qua 

Phase-1 will be released, subject to the following conditions:     

I. Subject to the approval of the Hon’ble Commission, temporary 

connectivity to both the firms (GLS Foils and GLS Polyfilms) 

having contract demand of 5.5 MVA each may be given through 

the 132 kV Rewari-Machrauli line (at 132 kV voltage level) 

through the radial arrangement i.e. one firm may be given 

connectivity through Rewari side and other through the 

Machrauli side.  The unused portion of the line of 132 kV Rewari-

Machrauli line may be kept charged through one end.  

II. The final connectivity to feed the 27.5 MVA ultimate load of  both 

the firms (M/s GLS Foils and M/s GLS Polyfilms) will be from 132 

kV  substation Gangaicha Jat through  two nos. 132 kV S/C line 

on D/C towers, one line be terminated at M/s GLS Foils and other 

at M/s GLS Polyfilms. The firm will carry out both the works 

under self-execution at its own cost. 

1.9 In view of the foregoing background, following submissions are urged 

for the kind consideration of the Hon’ble Commission :  

I. As per Regulation 3.2.1 of the Haryana Electricity Regulatory 

Commission (Electricity Supply Code) Regulations, 1st 

Amendment, 2014, supply to a contracted load exceeding 2000 

KVA and up to 25000 KVA shall be generally given at 33 kV 
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voltage level. Relevant excerpt of the Regulation 3.2.1 is 

reproduced below: 

“3.2.1  supply shall generally be given at the following voltages on 

the basis of contracted load: 

Category System of Supply 

Low Tension  

Contracted load upto 5KW Single phase at 

230V 

Contracted load above 5KW and up to 50 

KW 

3 Phase 4 wire at 

400 V 

High Tension  

Contracted load exceeding 50 KW and up 

to 5000 KVA 

3 Phase at 11 kV 

Contracted load exceeding 2000 KVA 

and up to 25000 KVA 

3 Phase at 33 kV 

Contracted load exceeding 5000 KVA 

and up to 75000 KVA 

3 Phase at 66 kV 

Contracted load exceeding 25000 KVA 

and up to 100000 KVA 

3 Phase at 132 kV 

Contracted load exceeding 75000 KVA 

and up to 320000 KVA 

3 Phase at 220 kV 

Contracted load exceeding 320000 KVA 3 Phase at 400 kV 

 

II. As per the Regulation 3.2.2 of the Haryana Electricity Regulatory 

Commission (Electricity Supply Code) Regulations, 1st   

Amendment, 2014,  power supply may be given at a voltage 

other than those specified in regulation 3.2.1 depending upon 

the technical conditions of the transmission/distribution 

system, subject to prior approval of the Hon’ble Commission. 

Relevant excerpt of Regulation 3.2.2 is reproduced below: 

“provided that in case where supply, depending upon the 

technical conditions of the transmission /distribution system, 

has to be given at a voltage other than those specified above, 

the licensee may give the same subject to commission’s 

approval.” 

III. It is evident from the aforesaid sequence of events that the 

feasibility for providing power supply at 132 kV level to M/s GLS 

Foils and M/s GLS Polyfilms have been found acceptable subject 

to the conditions stated above. The supply of electricity at 132 

kV level is significant for the project of respondents.  

Accordingly, in light of the above stated  facts and legal 

positions, the petitioners seek the kind approval of this Hon’ble 
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Commission for providing temporary connectivity to M/s GLS 

Foils and M/s GLS Polyfilms, radially through existing 132 kV 

Rewari-Machrauli S/C line to cater the first phase load 

requirement of the connected load of 6500 KW and contract 

demand 5500 KVA for each consumer at 132 kV level. 

1.10 That the petitioners have not filed any similar petition in this Hon’ble 

Commission or in any other Court. 

PRAYER 

1.11 It is therefore, respectfully prayed that the present petition may kindly 

be allowed and this Hon’ble Commission may be pleased to:- 

i. Allow this petition and permit the petitioners to provide temporary 

connectivity to M/s GLS Foils and M/s GLS Polyfilms, radially 

through the existing 132 kV Rewari - Machrauli S/C line to feed 

the first phase load requirement of 6500 KW and contract demand 

of 5500 KVA for each consumer at 132 kV level. 

ii. Pass any such orders as the Hon’ble Commission may deem fit 

and appropriate, in the facts and circumstances of the present 

case. 

2. Proceedings: 

2.1 The case was initially heard by the Commission on 08.09.2021, as 

scheduled, through video conferencing in view of the Covid-19 

pandemic. The counsel for the petitioners, Ms. Sonia Madan, presented 

the matter in brief by reiterating the contents of the petition. The 

Commission posed a query as to why there is a difference in the 

procedure being followed by UHBVN and DHBVN.  The present petition 

has been filed by DHBVN and HVPNL, whereas, in a similarly situated 

case of M/s Wonder Cement in Jhajjar, the petition was filed by the 

prospective consumer. Further, Petition No. 28 of 2021 has also been 

filed by Yokohama India Pvt. Ltd. for approval of connectivity of the 

proposed connection at a voltage level of 132 KV i.e. at a voltage higher 

than the permissible voltage level. The connection at 132 KV level has 

to be released from a 220/132 KV substation of HVPNL, irrespective of 

the jurisdiction in area of UHBVN or DHBVN. 

Since no officer of HVPNL was present, the counsel for the petitioners 

submitted that she cannot comment and is required to seek directions 

from the management. However, she submitted that in the instant 
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case, as the feasibility has already been checked and approved, the 

petition may have been filed in the matter jointly by the licensee(s).  

2.2 The Commission issued a notice in Petition No. 28 of 2021 to hear the 

matter along with the instant petition. 

2.3 The case again came for hearing on 29.09.2021, as scheduled, through 

video conferencing in view of the Covid-19 pandemic wherein the 

Commission pointed out that the clarification in compliance with the 

interim order dated 08.09.2021 has not been received from HVPN. Ms. 

Sonia Madan, counsel for the petitioners, reiterated the petition and 

submitted that as the case is being monitored by the Haryana 

Government and the feasibility has also been considered and approved 

by the Whole Time Directors (WTD) of HVPN, expeditious disposal is 

requested.  

2.4 As per the communication dated 09.08.2021 of HVPNL to UHBVN, 

brought on record by the representative of M/s Yokohama in PRO 28 

of 2021, feasibility will be approved by the WTD of HVPNL after 

approval for grant of connectivity at 132 KV level by the Commission.  

2.5 The Commission further observed that as per the petition, M/s GLS 

Foils and M/s GLS Polyfilms Ltd, will have to enter into a Tripartite 

Agreement with HVPNL and DHBVN for construction of 

substation/bays/feeder which includes handling and post 

commissioning,  operation and maintenance by M/S GLS and 

depositing of all applicable supervision, service connection charges, 

cable maintenance charges and cost charges before the 

commencement of the work. 

2.6 As per Regulation 4.10 of the Duty to Supply Electricity on Request, 

Power to Recover Expenditure Incurred in Providing Supply and Power 

to Require Security Regulations, 2016, all lines and substations after 

energization become the property of the licensee and all operation and 

maintenance expenses are required to be borne by the licensee. In view 

of the above regulation, the Tripartite Agreement appears to be in 

violation of the regulations in vogue. The petitioners were directed to 

explain the same on the next date of hearing i.e. on 03.11.2021.    

 

Further submissions by the petitioners: 

2.7 The petitioners in response to the above query posed by the Hon’ble 

Commission, filed their reply. They submitted that the Tripartite 

Agreement to be executed between the petitioners and the respondents 
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contains general terms and conditions about sanctioned connectivity, 

reiteration of conditions stipulated under various regulations, metering 

arrangements, various statutory requirements of CEI and Pollution 

Board etc., deposition of applicable charges and such like conditions. 

The terms and conditions stipulated in the  Tripartite Agreement do not 

violate the provisions of the Regulations notified by the Hon’ble 

Commission and in fact, is in line with the Regulations. It was further 

submitted that the Tripartite Agreements containing similar terms and 

conditions have been executed in all cases where approval of the 

Hon’ble Commission for supply of power at higher voltage other than 

that stipulated under Regulation 3.2.1 of the Haryana Electricity 

Regulatory Commission (Electricity Supply Code) Regulations, 1st 

Amendment, 2014.  

2.8 The execution of the Tripartite Agreement has been done to ensure that 

the consumer confirm specific acceptance of all terms and conditions 

for supply of power as per the regulatory framework of the Hon’ble 

Commission. The execution of the Tripartite Agreement is also 

significant as the consumer applies for release of connection to the 

distribution licensee by way of an A&A form, which does not contain 

detailed terms and conditions for supply of power at higher voltage 

through special arrangement. For the ready reference of the Hon’ble 

Commission, the petitioners appended a copy of a similar Tripartite 

Agreements executed between DHBVN, HVPN and M/s Maruti Suzuki 

India Ltd. on 01.09.2018. The Tripartite Agreement to be executed in 

the present case will be drafted with similar terms and conditions 

subject to the governing Regulations.  

2.9 It was further submitted that the Tripartite Agreement is not in   

violation of the Regulations of the Hon’ble Commission. It has been 

humbly prayed that the Hon’ble Commission may kindly accord 

approval for providing temporary connectivity to GLS Foils and GLS 

Polyfilms, radially through existing 132 kV Rewari-Machrauli S/C line 

to cater first phase load requirement of connected load of 6500 KW and 

contract demand of 5500 KVA for each consumer at 132 kV level.  
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3. Commission’s Order:  

3.1 The case was finally heard by the Commission on 03.11.2021, as 

scheduled, through video conferencing in view of the Covid-19 

pandemic 

3.2 At the outset, Ms. Sonia Madan, counsel for the petitioners, with 

respect to directions of the Commission vide interim order dated 

06.10.2021, submitted that the Tripartite Agreement in question is 

not in violation of the HERC regulations as the same has been drafted 

on similar terms and conditions as executed by DHBVN and HVPN 

with M/s Maruti Suzuki India Ltd. on 01.09.2018. However, the 

Commission observed that the Tripartite Agreement appended in the 

reply dated 29.10.2021, at clause no. 3(2), charges @ 5% on estimated 

cost from the consumer as maintenance charges are contrary to the 

Regulations. In response, the counsel for petitioners submitted that 

the ibid agreement was signed in the year 2018 having included the 

5% maintenance charges in the said clause as per the sales circulars 

of the Nigam at that time which has since been struck down. The 

counsel further submitted that the maintenance charges which are  

contrary to the regulations shall be omitted from the Tripartite 

Agreement and the agreement shall not include anything contrary to 

the regulations. 

3.3 The Commission allows the petition as prayed for, to provide 

temporary connectivity to M/s GLS Foils and M/s GLS Polyfilms, 

radially through existing 132 kV Rewari - Machrauli S/C line to feed 

first phase load requirement of 6500 kW and contract demand of 

5500 KVA for each consumer at 132 kV level with the direction that 

the Tripartite Agreement shall not include charging of maintenance 

charges or any other condition contrary to the Regulations in vogue. 

 

This  petition is accordingly disposed of. 

 

This order is signed, dated and issued by the Haryana Electricity Regulatory 

Commission on 11/11/2021 

 

Date: 11/11/2021          (Naresh Sardana)                        (R.K. Pachnanda)    

Place: Panchkula            Member                                       Chairman 

 

 


